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C leveland Golf Wedges have dominated the golf wedge indus-
try for nearly four decades, constantly pushing the envelope 
with score-dropping innovations. Trusted by PGA Tour 

champions including Hideki Matsuyama, J.B. Holmes, Keegan Brad-
ley, and Graeme McDowell,  Cleveland Golf offers a wedge specif i-
cally created for every kind of golfer.

In selecting wedges, Cleveland Golf suggests you put together a 
playing set with a range of 4-6 degree separation, giving the golfer 
a 12-16 yards of dispersion. So generally think about putting in a 
gap wedge that’s 48 or 50° , a sand wedge that’s between 54 and 56°, 
and a lob wedge that’s between 58 and 60°.

Do you dig or sweep the ball  off the turf ?  Golfers who dig and take 
a bigger divot typically benefit from a higher bounce.  Bounce is 
your friend!

Each Cleveland Golf Wedge comes with its own performance ad-
vantages, allowing golfers to find a wedge or wedges that blend with 
their set of clubs and offer excellent versatility and forgiveness. 

Flop shots made easy with the new Cleveland CBX Full-Face 
Wedge. Its extended toe portion provides a massive hitting surface, 
while full  face grooves deliver unprecedented amounts of spin on 
those delicate short game shots. 

Smart Sole 4 is a straightforward short game sys-
tem for the everyday player. Featuring a new “G” 
model for approach shots into the greens, there’s a 
Smart Sole Wedge for every shot you need to hit. 
Simply grab yours and swing away.

The all-new RTX 4 Wedge gets more spin with sharper tour zip 
grooves, more durable laser milling and centered rotex face 
milling. Sharper, deeper grooves slice through grass,  sand and 
moisture for more consistent spin on every shot. 

The Cleveland CBX 2 Wedge is your short game changer. It  is a 
unique short-game improvement wedge that provides forgiveness 
and considerable versatility.  A cavity back wedge designed for the 
84% of golfers who play cavity back irons, the Cleveland CBX 2 
Wedge pairs Cleveland’s proven wedge spin technologies with the 
forgiveness features golfers expect from game improvement golf 
clubs.

For the ultimate in game improvement and forgiveness, Cleveland 
Golf offers Smart Sole 3 Wedges for players who demand the most 
from their equipment. The Smart Sole 3C and S wedges eliminate 
chunk shots and make it  easy to escape the bunker.

All Cleveland Golf Wedges are designed to the highest quality 
standards and are backed by a customer-friendly warranty. For 
a custom wedge f itting that helps you select the perfect wedge set 
for your game, visit your nearest Cleveland Golf retailer and 
request a Wedge Analyzer session today.
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